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Functional screens using CRISPR-Cas9 techniques facilitate the identification of essential genes on a

genome-wide scale.



CRISPR tiling screen

sgRNAs sub-library targeting regions within a gene or several genes

Typical CRISPR screen

sgRNAs library targeting all the genes within the genome

To fully define the function of protein-coding essential genes, it is necessary to distinguish essential

protein domains that directly contribute to cellular phenotypes.



IN-FRAME VS OUT-OF-FRAME MUTATIONS

You, Ramachandra, and Jin 2020 He et al. 2019



Proteins with small, in-frame indels in nonessential regions are likely to retain function. In

contrast, proteins with indels in essential domains may display compromised protein function

High population numbers and polyploid cells for

optimal coverage and good statistical representation

In-frame mutations (1:3)

VS 

Frameshift mutations (2:3) 
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A CRISPR-Cas9 "tiling" screening strategy against encoding protein domains:

Nominate individual essential domains

Identify domain-specific drug targets

Explore the domain-dependent activity of a protein



Identify domain-specific drug targets by CRISPR tiling screens



Unraveling the molecular target of a small molecule drug still remains a challenging, laborious,
and complex process

Identifying the cellular target of a chemical hit is a crucial step in drug 
discovery and development

Deconvolution methods such as chemical proteomics Often ambiguous  

Typical genetic screens Miss gain-of-function mutations and drug-targeted essential proteins



Rapid generation of drug-resistant variants with CRISPR-Cas9



Rapid generation of drug-resistant variants with CRISPR-Cas9



Targeting unknown drug resistances by sgRNA tiling of multiple genes



Targeting unknown drug resistances by sgRNA tiling of multiple genes



Identifying unknown drug cellular targets by sgRNA tiling of multiple 
genes



Identifying unknown drug cellular targets by sgRNA tiling of multiple 
genes



Conclusions

• Genetic variation introduced by targeted CRISPR-Cas-mediated NHEJ facilitates rapid selection of in-

frame drug resistance mutations in cancer cells;

• This method can be applied as a genetic screening strategy using large tiling libraries to identify the

direct cellular target protein of a small molecule.

• The sgRNA sequences directly annotate the genomic sequence containing the drug resistance

conferring mutations, avoiding the need for large whole-exome sequencing to uncover the relevant

resistance mutations.

• dCas9-cytidine deaminase (CRISPR X) induces site-specific mutagenesis not driving deletions or

insertions with lower power in the detection of drug resistance mutations in non-haploid models.



Explore the domain-dependent activity of a protein
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DOT1L: a H3K79 methyltransferase in leukemia

Zhang et al. 2018Sarno, Nebbioso, and Altucci 2020



Single-cell CRISPR gene tiling strategy: "sc-Tiling"



UMAP of DOT1L dependent-genes



UMAP of DOT1L dependent-genes



Structural and transcriptomic profiling of sc-Tiling



Structural and transcriptomic profiling of sc-Tiling



sc-Tiling pinpoints functional elements in DOT1L



sc-Tiling predicts sub-elements functional interactions



sc-Tiling identifies new therapeutically relevant alleles 



Conclusions

• sc-Tiling integrates a CRISPR gene-tiling screen with single-cell transcriptomic and protein structural

analyses.

• Sc-Tiling enables the dissection and the individual functional characterization of domains and sub-

domains of a protein.

• sc-Tiling may complement the rapidly growing multi-omics databases to provide additional insights

that bridge functional genomics, structural biology, and clinical investigation.



THANK YOU FOR THE ATTENTION
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